Mass vaccination sites open, but supply limited

State working with community organizations to do outreach, build trust in the vaccines

ROLLING BLACKOUTS

Millions without power amid record cold

At least 16 dead as storm wrecks west, central U.S.

By Bryan Anderson

A motorist digs a path to his car as a winter storm that left millions without power in record-breaking cold weather in the western and central U.S. wiped out at least 16 lives Tuesday.

The storm, which snarled air travel and closed roads and schools nationwide, forced the National Weather Service to issue an unprecedented winter storm emergency for the nation's entire eastern third.

In Chicago, a foot and a half of new snow forced public schools to cancel Tuesday's classes. More than 300,000 people were without electricity after storms reawakened a region without power grids during much of the winter.

The storm that overwhelmed power grids and immobilized the Southern Plains carried heavy snow and freezing rain into New England and the Deep South and left behind punishing low temperatures. Wind-chill warnings extended from Canada's top to bottom. At least 22 states reported record cold.
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CRIMINAL, CIVIL PROBES

For Trump, bumpy legal road ahead

Riot lawsuit just part of his post-impeachment problems

By Michael B. Smith and Ilana Mahurin

NEW YORK — Acquitted by the Senate, former President Donald Trump has no clear path forward, including a lawsuit from a congressional Thursday. But his biggest legal problems might be the ones that go much further back.

In what is expected to be many lawsuits over the deadly riot, Democrat U.S. Rep. Bennie Thompson accused Trump of conspiring with far-right extremist groups that were involved in instigating the Capitol...